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Abstract
This paper describes a Web service for accessing WordNet-type semantic lexicons. The central idea behind the service design is: given
a query, the primary functionality of lexicon access is to present apartial lexiconby extracting the relevant part of the target lexicon.
Based on this idea, we implemented the system as aRESTful Web servicewhose input query is specified by the access URI and whose
output is presented in a standardized XML data format. LMF, an ISO standard for modeling lexicons, plays the most prominent role: the
access URI pattern basically reflects the lexicon structure as defined by LMF; the access results are rendered based on Wordnet-LMF,
which is a version of LMF XML-serialization. The Web service currently provides accesses to Princeton WordNet, Japanese WordNet,
as well as the EDR Electronic Dictionary as a trial. To accommodate the EDR dictionary within the same framework, we modeled it also
as a WordNet-type semantic lexicon. This paper thus argues possible alternatives to model innately bilingual/multilingual lexicons like
EDR with LMF, and proposes possible revisions to Wordnet-LMF.

1. Introduction

Although not every language resource is suitable for net-
worked query-based access, many types of language re-
sources are successfully wrapped as Web services, opening
a new dimension for dissemination and utilization of lan-
guage resources and technologies. Among them, lexical re-
source such as a semantic lexicon is an excellent target for
the Web servicization, because the issues associated with
language resources, including intellectual property right is-
sue, can be solved/remedied by this solution.
Given this trend as the background, this paper describes
a Web service for accessing WordNet-type semantic lexi-
cons. The central idea behind the service design is: given
a query, the primary functionality of lexicon access is to
present apartial lexiconby extracting the relevant part of
the target lexicon. Based on this idea, we implemented the
system as aRESTful Web service(Richardson and Ruby,
2007) whose input (query) is specified by the access URI
and whose output is represented by a standardized XML
data format.
LMF (Lexical Markup Framework) (Francopoulo et al.,
2008), an ISO standard (ISO 24613, 2008) for modeling
lexicons, plays the most prominent role: the access URI
pattern basically reflects the lexicon structure as defined by
LMF; the access results are rendered based on Wordnet-
LMF (Soria et al., 2009) XML schema, which is a version
of LMF XML-serialization.
The Web service currently provides access to Princeton
WordNet 3.0 (Fellbaum, 1998) as well as Japanese Word-
Net 0.9 (Bond et al., 2008). This paper also describes
our trial to encode the EDR Electronic Dictionary (Yokoi,
1995; EDR, 2007) also as a WordNet-type semantic lexi-
con. This enables us to implement the access service by the
same framework. This trial, on the other hand, revealed an
issue in modeling innately bilingual/multilingual lexicons

like EDR with LMF. This paper thus argues possible alter-
natives to the modeling, and proposes possible revisions to
Wordnet-LMF.

2. Web Servicizing Language Resources

2.1. Reasons to Web Servicize Language Resources

The notion of service in the world of software has been be-
coming more important as illuminated by the terms such as
SOA(Service Oriented Architecture) orSaaS(Software as a
Service). In parallel with this, service-oriented language in-
frastructures to push forward the notion of”LRaaS” (Lan-
guage Resources as a Service) have come to the front.
With a carefully designed and adequately operated service-
oriented language infrastructure:

• More non-expert can have accesses to language re-
sources (LR) and language technologies (LT) through
usable access interfaces (APIs);

• Complicated intellectual property right issues can be
(partly) remedied by the access control policies and
mechanisms maintained by the service infrastructure;

• A virtual language resource can be realized as a lan-
guage service through useful combination of the exist-
ing language services, thanks to Web service workflow
technology.

2.2. Language Service Infrastructure and Web APIs

The Language Grid (Ishida, 2006; Murakami et al., 2010)
is a multilingual language service infrastructure on the In-
ternet whose primary goal is to provide solutions enabling
the above mentioned environment. Envisaged majority of
the users are non LR/LT experts who are involved in the
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activities of intercultural collaboration. It currently accom-
modates more than sixty Web services1.
These services are classified into one of the around twenty
service types, and utilized through accordingly defined
APIs2. In other words, a language resource has to be
wrappedas a Web service of the appropriate type in order
to be accommodated by the infrastructure. The APIs de-
fined by the Language Grid are carefully designed so that
non-LR/LT expert users are able to use the language ser-
vices relatively easily. The provided APIs however are not
linguistically fine-grained, nor compliant with LR-related
international standards. Thus a possible direction for the
next generation APIs or APIs in another layer may be to
accommodate more fine-grained linguistic data that are rep-
resented by adopting relevant LR-related international stan-
dards.

3. WordNet-type Semantic Lexicon
3.1. What is the WordNet-type Semantic Lexicon?
We mean byWordNet-type semantic lexicona lexical re-
source whose fundamental structure is same as the Prince-
ton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) (hereafter PWN). That is, a
lexicon of the type consists of: a set of synset nodes; a set
of links, each connecting a synset node with another one
under some lexical/conceptual relation. A synset denotes
a lexicalized concept and the associated synset node gath-
ers synonymous word forms, each representing one sense
carried by a word form. More precisely, a word sense in
PWN is defined by the triple{word-form, part-of-speech,
sense-number}, and functions as a pointer to the associated
synset.
A number of lexical resources sharing this information
structure have been developed for many languages, includ-
ing the Japanese WordNet (Bond et al., 2008) (hereafter
WN-ja), and these lexical resources are expected to be in-
tegrated via Global WordNet Grid3. Note that, in some
literatures, WordNet-type semantic lexicon is described as
“ wordnet”and we adopt this convention in this paper.

3.2. Modeling EDR Dictionary as a WordNet-type
Semantic Lexicon

The EDR Electronic Dictionary(Yokoi, 1995; EDR, 2007)
is not a single dictionary; rather it is actually a dictionary
system consisting of sub-dictionaries, including monolin-
gual dictionaries (Japanese and English), bilingual dictio-
naries (J-to-E and E-to-J), and a concept dictionary, along
with co-occurrence dictionaries and corpora. The EDR dic-
tionary (hereafter EDR) is the result of a nine-year national
project in Japan (from 1986 through 1994) whose aim is
to establish a lexical knowledge infrastructure that is useful
for intelligent information processing, including Japanese-
to/from-English machine translation systems.
The core logical structure of EDR can be depicted as shown
in Fig. 1.

1http://langrid.org/operation/service
manager/language-services

2http://langrid.nict.go.jp/
langrid-developers-wiki-en/#f6d501a8

3http://www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/
gwa grid.htm

銀行銀行銀行銀行
バンクバンクバンクバンク

cid:0ed443
bank
bnk.
bk.cid:0e7b82 cid:0e828f

Japanese EnglishConceptual systempseudo-synset (3bc999): {銀行, バンク, bank, bnk., bk.}

E-gloss: a financial institution, called bankJ-gloss: 銀行と言う金融機関
cid:3bc999

Figure 1: Core logical structure of EDR.

In EDR, each entry in every sub-dictionary is associated
with a concept identifier (CID) which represents a fine-
grained language-independent (or Japanese/English bilin-
gual) concept. A CID can be referred by multiple word
entries whose meanings are thought to be equivalent. For
example in Fig. 1, the Japanese words (”銀行”, and ”バン
ク”) and the English words (”bank”, ”bnk.”, ”bk”) have the
same CID (3bc999), showing that they all denote a same
concept (the financial institution sense). This enables us to
form a pseudo-synset for a concept node. Note here that the
pseudo-synset can be bilingual, given a possible situation
where a CID is shared by both the Japanese and English
entries. As shown in Fig. 1, a concept node can also have
glosses both in Japanese and English.
The concept nodes make up a kind of taxonomy or ontolog-
ical structure (conceptual system in the figure) in which a
node is connected to another by some conceptual/semantic
relation. In short, the overall logical structure is quite sim-
ilar to the PWN structure; hence EDR can be modeled as
a WordNet-type semantic lexicon. This provides us an op-
portunity to realize an access service for EDR by exact the
same framework for PWN/WN-ja.

3.3. Wordnet-LMF: a Modeling Framework for
WordNet-type Lexicons

Wordnet-LMF (Soria et al., 2009), developed by the EU
KYOTO project4 (Vossen et al., 2008), is a dialect of LMF
(Lexical Markup Framework) (Francopoulo et al., 2008),
which is an ISO international standard (ISO 24613, 2008)
to model a broad range of lexical resources. Wordnet-LMF
was especially designed to facilitate interchange of lexico-
semantic information encoded in wordnets for multiple lan-
guages. The WN-ja (Bond et al., 2008) is a remarkable in-
stance of the wordnet that demonstrates the applicability of
Wordnet-LMF to encode a large-scale lexicon in a language
other than English.
As suggested by the specification of LMF, it is basically
expected that the multilingual associations among lexical
entries across lexical resources are modeled by using the

4http://www.kyoto-project.eu/
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Sense Axis introduced by the multilingual notation ex-
tension, because LMF assumes that lexicons modeled with
the framework are essentially monolingual. Wordnet-LMF
also fully makes use of theSense Axis to interrelate lex-
icons in different languages. It serves as a pivot to connect
Senses /Synsets in different languages (hence, in dif-
ferent lexicons) that share an equivalent meaning. In fact, a
synset in WN-ja is associated with the corresponding synset
in PWN via aSense Axis node.
Figure 25 overviews the core structure of LMF that is
relevant for describing Wordnet-LMF. The top-most ele-
ment isLexical Resource accompanied byGlobal
Information which essentially stores profile-like in-
formation. A lexical resource consists of one or more
Lexicons and zero or moreSense Axes . A lexicon
consists of one or moreLexical Entries and zero or
moreSynsets . Observing Saussure’s tradition, a lexical
entry consists of form (Lemma) and Sense . A Sense
node functions as a pointer to the correspondingSynset
node. An instance ofSynset Relation represents a
conceptual relationship between synsets. The core infor-
mation structure plays a crucial role in designing the Web
service API.

Lexicon
Lexical Entry

Lemma- writtenForm- partOfSpeech Sense Sense Axis
Synset Sense Axis Relation

Interlingual External Ref

Lexical Resource Global Information

Synset Relation
Definition
Statement

Figure 2: LMF core structure relevant to Wordnet-LMF.

4. LMF-based Web Service for
WordNet-type Semantic Lexicons

4.1. Design Principle

REST(Representational State Transfer) (Richardson and
Ruby, 2007) is a style of software architecture to realize
Web services. With this architecture, inputs (requests) and
outputs (responses) of a Web service are built around the
transfer ofrepresentations of resources. Here, a resource is
coherent and meaningful object that should be designated
by URI (Uniform Resource Identifier); the resources should
be represented in the format that is shared by the possible
clients in advance.

5A diamond shape in the diagram indicates ”aggregation” as in
the formal UML class diagram. Cardinalities are however omit-
ted.

Since the primary functionality of the lexicon access, given
a query, is to present a partial lexicon extracted from the
target lexicon, REST’s resource-centric approach is highly
applicable. That is:

• Access queries arestructuredin the sense that they
assume particular information structure in the target
lexicon, thus can be mapped to URIs that reflect the
information structure;

• The resulted partial lexicon should be represented in a
pre-shared standard data format, providing an oppor-
tunity to apply LR-related international standards.

It is LMF that not only provides the standardized data for-
mat for representing access results but also presents a solid
structural specification for the target lexicon type.

4.2. Access URI Pattern and Examples

We designed the URI pattern for invoking the Web ser-
vice primarily based on the lexicon structure specified by
Wordnet-LMF, and secondarily by considering possible us-
age patterns. Figure 3 shows the basic structure of the pro-
posed URI pattern, which consists of the corepart and the
optionalpart.

URI pattern: http://[server]/core_part/optional_partcore_part: [lexicon]/[target]/[search_by]/[qterm]optional_part: ?[query_parameter]=[value]
Figure 3: Structure of the proposed URI pattern.

The organization of the corepart is summarized as shown
in Table 1 and Table 2. The[qterm] part designates a
query term string.

path in the URI possible value LMF

[lexicon] pwn, wn-ja, edr, ... <Lexicon>

[target] word <LexicalEntry>

synset <Synset>

Table 1: Organization of the corepart.

[target] part [search by] part LMF

word form writtenForm

pos partOfSpeech

form-pos writtenForm ,
partOfSpeech

synset id id
definition <Definition>
statement <Statement>

Table 2: Organization of thesearch by part.

Figure 4 shows the result with the access URI
/wn-ja/word/form/ 銀行, showing that it has
three senses. Notice here that according to the partial
lexicon concept, the top element in the resulted XML
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Figure 4: Result of/wn-ja/word/form/ 銀行.

document is<LexicalResource> whose immediate
daughters are<GlobalInformation> (decorated with
the access URI) and<Lexicon> .
Another example that would be of interest is full-
text search on the gloss definition of a synset. For
example, the URI/edr/synset/definition/the
capital of France/ gives us a set of synsets
whose gloss text contains the string“ the capital of
France” as shown in Fig. 5. Notice from this ex-
ample that not only the<Synset> elements but the
associated<LexicalEntry> elements are included
in the XML document to fulfill the structural re-
quirement of the <Lexicon> element imposed by
LMF. This figure also serves as a nice example of
the access to EDR, where the definition of a con-
cept is given both in English and Japanese: in Fig. 5
the Japanese<LexicalEntry> (writtenForm =”パ
リ”), along with two other variants, and the English
<LexicalEntry> (writtenForm =”Paris”) simulta-
neously refer to a<Synset> (id =edr cph-104edc-x),
whose definition is given in the two languages.
As described above, the corepart in the URI pattern re-
flects the lexicon structure specified by LMF, while the op-
tional part that utilizes the query parameter construct is in-
troduced to support other possible usage patterns. Here
we show two synset search examples: (1) by specifying a
{word-form, part-of-speech, sense-number} triple, and (2)
by restricting a conceptual relation.
Figure 6 shows the former example, where a PWN synset is
queried by specifying the triple{form=”bank”, pos=noun,
sense-number=2}. Notice here that we introduced the
query parameter (?synset by index ) along with the
/word/form-pos/ construct that specifies a combina-
tion of writtenForm andpartOfSpeech attributes.
Figure 7 shows the latter example, where a set of PWN
synsets is queried by specifying a base sysnset (id =eng-
09-08420278-n; it is the result synset shown in Fig. 6) and
a conceptual relation (hyponym). Thanks to the rendering
with Firefox browser, only two of eleven<Synset> ele-
ments are unfolded and shown.

4.3. A Note on the Implementation

Each target lexical resource has been stored in a relational
database in advance, and the user-specified URI is mapped
into the corresponding SQL statement. We employed

Python-based Django6 as the back-end mechanism. It is
extremely effective in implementing this type of Web ser-
vice, because it provides a built-in mechanism for URI-to-
resource (database entry) mapping (URL dispatcher) along
with a template mechanism for generating XML documents
that observe an XML schema.

5. Modeling Multilingual Semantic Lexicons
with LMF: A Revision Proposal

As already shown, EDR is an innately bilingual lexicon, in-
sisting that the<Synset> configuration can be bilingual.
In fact, a substantial number of concept nodes in EDR have
both Japanese and English definitions. To encode such a
bilingual/multilingual synset configuration, at least two so-
lutions can be possible:

1. allowing a <Synset> element to have multiple
<Definition> elements, each of which is given in
an explicitly specified language ;

2. utilizing theSense Axis device provided by LMF.

The former is the solution proposed in this paper, where
lang attribute is being introduced to<Definition> el-
ement in order to explicitly specify the language of a defi-
nition text. Figure 5 exemplifies the case.
On the other hand, with the latter solution, the ”the capital
of France” entry in EDR, as already shown in Fig. 5, can be
alternatively organized as illustrated in Fig. 8.
As depicted in the figure, the original EDR concept
node (id =edr cph-104edc-x) is separated into the Japanese
Synset node (id =edr cph-104edc-J) and the English
Synset node (id =edr cph-104edc-E). These two nodes
are then interconnected by aSense Axis node. This
organization may be particularly effective in case where
other synsets in other languages would be further incorpo-
rated. With this organization, however, theSense Axis
node has to be linked to the EDR conceptual system via
Interlingual External Ref . That is, the EDR
conceptual system, now considered as an external ontol-
ogy rather than a part of the dictionary system, has to be
modeled and represented using some framework other than
LMF.
Comparing these two solutions, it would be still natural and
simple to accept the revision of LMF as proposed to repre-
sent innately bilingual/multilingual lexicons, as far as we

6http://www.djangoproject.com/
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Figure 5: Result of/edr/synset/definition/the capital of France/ .

Figure 6: Result of/pwd/word/form-pos/bank-n/?synset by index=2 .

want the conceptual system as a part of the dictionary sys-
tem. Therefore, this paper argues that the proposed revision
of LMF should be considered, given a situation where in-
nately bilingual/multilingual lexicons like EDR are to be
modeled and represented.

6. Related Work
Access to PWN via a REST-style Web service was firstly
described in (Assem et al., 2006)7, where the authors dis-
cusses a URI format and a content representation schema in

7They however do not use the term ”REST.”

RDF/OWL. Our proposal was in part inspired by their URI
proposal: for example, to designate a synset by hyphenated
triples of word-form, part-of-speech, and sense number.

Soria et al. (2006) presented an architecture where dis-
tributed wordnets are linked via the central ILI (Inter-
Lingual Index), and proposed a set of three Web API meth-
ods that a local wordnet has to provide. Among them,
the functionalities provided byGetSynsetById and
GetSynsetByLemma are also supported by the proposed
Web service, while GetWeightedSynsetsByIli
which returns a set of synsets associated with an ILI record
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Figure 7: Result of/pwd/word/synset/id/eng-09-08420278-n/?relation=hypo .

Lexical Entryform = Paris Lexical Entryform = パリ

Sense Axisid=edr_cph-104edc-x
Synsetid = edr_cph-104edc-Edefinition = “the capital of France, a city called Paris"

Synsetid = edr_cph-104edc-Jdefinition = “フランスの首都のパリ"
English Japanese

cid: 4449ee

EDR Conceptual system
cid:104edccid:0ffee1

InterlingualExternal Ref

Figure 8: Alternative modeling of EDR with
Interlingual External Ref .

is not. They also proposed a schema for synset represen-
tation that is employed by the Web service. The schema
however is not LMF-compliant.

Recently, a language service type namedconcept dictio-
nary has been published by the Language Grid, which

provides accesses to WordNet-type semantic lexicons, in-
cluding PWN, WN-ja, and EDR. The service however is
SOAP/WSDL-based, rather than REST. In addition, the
data format adopted for representing the access results is
not LMF-compliant.

7. Concluding Remarks
This paper presented a RESTful Web service for access-
ing WordNet-type semantic lexicons. In particular, the API
was described: we discussed the design of URI structure
for querying, and outlined the output data format which is
based on the Wordnet-LMF schema. Possible revisions to
the Wordnet-LMF schema were also proposed to accom-
modate innately bilingual/multilingual semantic lexicons
like EDR. Other revisions to the XML schema of Wordnet-
LMF include index attribute in the<Sense> element
that allows the user to specify a sense number of a word
form. These are however slight revisions and may not affect
the generality of Wordnet-LMF as well as the original LMF.
In fact, any XML document validated with the Wordnet-
LMF schema is valid with our revised XML schema.
For future work, inclusion of other wordnets should be con-
sidered to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
framework. In addition, we will explore the issues asso-
ciated with the notion ofon-demand composite lexicon ac-
cess. Such a Web service requires a mechanism to asso-
ciate lexical entries across lexical resources on-demand/on-
the-fly. To enable this, we have to develop an efficient
Web service (hidden to users) to semantically align possi-
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ble lexical entries. Furthermore, we will need to develop
a mechanism to formally represent and store the uncov-
ered semantic links. Fortunately LMF allows aLanguage
Resource to gatherSense Axes , but it might force
us to (re)consider the global ID issue, given a highly dis-
tributed environment.
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